### Student Aid
— Your donation has an immediate impact on students allowing them to graduate without debt and begin impacting lives around the world.

**Cost:**
- $32 is the cost of one class for one day for a graduate student
- $160 covers the cost of one class for a graduate student for a week
- $630 provides half of the cost of a three credit hour graduate course
- $1,260 is the cost of the average graduate course
- $3,250 provides a 50% tuition scholarship for a graduate student for one term

### Photocopiers
— A good photocopier is an essential tool of any school. We have been told that sometime soon, parts for our 11-year-old machines will no longer be available. Your gift will ensure that GIAL’s outdated copiers are replaced.

**Cost:** $15,000 for two photocopiers

### Library Mobile Shelving
— The GIAL library has an extensive collection of minority language material. Your gift will help add mobile shelving to the library and allow continued growth in library acquisitions without the expense of enlarging the library itself.

**Cost:** $40,000

### Distance Education
— In order to assist workers in the field, GIAL has begun to offer courses via Distance Education. Your gift will enable students to receive valuable additional training while on the field through Distance Education.

**Cost:**
- $2,500 to develop one course
- $12,000 salary subsidy for Program Director

### iPads
— GIAL recruiters have need of digital devices for sharing information with interested prospects as well as collecting their contact information while at recruiting events. Your gift will help our recruiters do their job more efficiently and effectively.

**Cost:** 4 devices at $300 each

### Choir Materials
— The GIAL Choir is an extra-curricular activity that allows students to take a break from their intense studies and have a musical testimony. The choir is open to any interested singers associated with the ILC. Concerts are given around Christmas and Easter. Your gift will provide needed materials for the choir.

**Cost:**
- Binders and other supplies - $50
- Christmas music - $150 ($150 already given)
- Easter music - $150
**Abraham Center**—The Abraham Center came into being out of a recognition of the need for prepared Christian scholars to interact intelligently and with understanding of the three Abrahamic faiths: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The Center provides students and researchers with in-depth resources for understanding the Abrahamic communities of the world in their social, political, and religious dimensions.

*Your gift would help cover the cost of producing needed publicity materials.*

**Cost:** $1,000—$3,000 publicity material production.

---

**Library Subscriptions**—The GIAL Library subscribes to various linguistic journals. These materials are useful to both faculty and students alike. Your gift would help defray the cost of maintaining these subscriptions.

*Cost:* Subscription prices range from $100 to $1,000

---

**Special Collections**—GIAL has a small collection of antiquities and other special items. Among these items are:
- an early 16th century Latin Vulgate Bible
- an Erasmus Greek/Latin diglot New Testament dated from 1661
- an early translator’s inter-gospel parallel passage aid from 1943
- an 18th century North African sheepskin Torah scroll (valued at $70,000)
- a Deuteronomy Torah scroll

*Your gift would help to protect these historical documents in secure, fire-resistant, UV filtered and climate controlled display cases.*

*Cost:* 2 Kosher Torah scroll displays - $3,000 each  
2 Book display cases - $7,350 each

---

**Abraham Center**—The Abraham Center came into being out of a recognition of the need for prepared Christian scholars to interact intelligently and with understanding of the three Abrahamic faiths: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The Center provides students and researchers with in-depth resources for understanding the Abrahamic communities of the world in their social, political, and religious dimensions.

*Your gift would help cover the cost of producing needed publicity materials.*

*Cost:* $1,000—$3,000 publicity material production.

---

**World Arts Equipment**—In the World Arts MA program, students are trained to meet a community and research its arts; to apply that knowledge in sparking new works of Scripture-infused arts which meet the needs of the community and the church. Our students assist the community in evaluating, celebrating and integrating these new works into sustainable traditions.

*To excel in these tasks, our students must have training in a wide range of recording and editing equipment. Thanks to a generous donor, the World Arts program now has funds to provide much needed equipment. Your gift will enable the World Arts program to maintain this equipment.*

*Cost:* Equipment maintenance costs range between $20 and $1,200.
| **New Banner**—We currently use a set of banners at recruiting and fund raising events. We will need to add a new banner to the set to advertise our new undergraduate program. |
| Cost: $700 |

| **Advertising**—In order to attract a younger student body who utilize social media, we need to advertise extensively using social media sites. |
| Cost: $800 a month |

| **Sponsor VOICE**—VOICE is a campus visit program which includes opportunities for prospective students to meet with professors, receive information about admissions, financial aid, etc. and check out housing options. |
| Cost: $1,000 |

| **Student Research Assistant for One Term**—allows a student to be mentored by a professor as the professor develops and/or publishes cutting edge materials that will assist those on the field. |
| Cost: $1,500 a month |

| **Video Production**—Today’s prospective student would rather see it than read it; video production is an ongoing need if we are to reach this audience. |
| Cost: $2,000 |

| **Redesign of Website**—With the addition of the new undergraduate degree program, our website will need substantial revisions. |
| Cost: $3,500 a month |

| **Moving Expenses for New Faculty**—Dr. Kurt Richardson is moving to Dallas to join the GIAL faculty this summer. He is a widely respected expert in Islamic studies who will help prepare our students to live and minister in Muslim dominated societies. A gift to assist with expenses incurred with Dr. Richardson’s employment will be an encouragement and allow him to focus more quickly on teaching our students. |
| Cost: $5,000 |